GEOGRAPHY
SAMPLE QUESTION PAPER

Class: VII  Maximum Marks: 80
Time duration: 2hrs  No of pages: 2

General Instructions:
All questions are compulsory
Section A: Question 1-11 carry one mark each
Section B: Question 12-21 carry two mark each
Section C: Question 22-29 carry three mark each
Section D: Question 30-34 carry five mark each

Section A  (1*11 = 11)
1. What is atmospheric pressure
2. Define the term equinox
3. What do you mean by revolution
4. What are the components of biosphere
5. Name the types of winds
6. Name the product of Mexico
7. Why Cuba is called Sugar Bowl of the world
8. Name the physical division of South America
9. What is Guano
10. Name the oceans surrounded by Antarctica
11. Where does Atacama desert lies

Section B  (2*10 = 20)
12. What is lines of latitude and lines of longitude
13. Calculate the time on 150°E longitude, when it is 10 noon at Greenwich
14. How is the speed of earth rotation
15. What is aphelion
16. Name some of the industries of North America
17. What were the physical features of America
18. What are Estancias
19. How is animal life in Antarctica
20. What is biological weathering
21. List the use of oceans

Section C  (3*8 = 24)
22. Difference between Fortin's Barometer and aneroid barometer
23. What are the materials of earth's crust
24. What is block disintegration
25. Difference between physical weathering and Chemical weathering
26. Why fishing is an important industry for South American people
27. How is sowing cultivation carried
28. Explain Extensive farming
29. How is day and night formed
Section D  (5*5 =25)

30. Explain on effects of earth rotation
31. What are the effects of the atmosphere
32. How was the climate of Antarctica
33. Brief on Automobile industry
34. Fill in the blanks
   a) The earth rotates from ______ to ______
   b) The Piedmont plateau lies on ______
   c) The ______ passes through Mexico
   d) _____ is the largest south American country
   e) Largest whale is ___________